Sports

Sailors capture Oberg, Man Lab

By Harvey W. Kaufman

(Haseny W. Kaufman is the MIT sailing manager.)

Of MIT's sailing teams were in action this past week-end, the cadets register-Ing regatta wins.

The women won the Man Lab Trophy Regatta, while the men captured the Oberg Trophy at Harvard University. Both teams placed fifth in the Hoyt Trophy Regatta at Brown, and were runner-up to Tufts in the 420-boat regatta at Brown by eleven years. Gary Smith '78 skippered with Laid Lyons to the top in the 420. The men's varsity team spotted the University of Massachusetts, 16-9, and otherwise played quite well in the regatta, behind Brown, URI, Tufts, and Coast Guard.

Richardson's record places X-country win

By Dave Dubois

Junior Frank Richardson's record-breaking race and a second in the New England dual meet meet in the latter part of the game (a tough 3-2 decision to Holy Cross). The Hoyt Trophy Regatta was won by MIT, as he came from the bench to create the play on the scoreboard, however, and with a minute left, the score was tied 1-1. At the cry of "one half," however, spirits picked up, as the home side was quickly in danger. With six seconds left a breakaway goal by Rich Olson '77 gave MIT a 2-1 halftime advantage.

Apparently easing up after the first half, MIT was unable to push many of the Holy Cross goal men. "Defensively bunching on the man with the ball caused most of the hassle to be contained," said New England defensive chairman workshop.

One important aspect of this workshop, to be held in the Varsity Club Lounge, is that attendance is mandatory. Living groups that are not represented will lose their intramural affiliation. Also, parties interested in obtaining affiliations should attend to demonstrate such a desire. As the past, non-affiliated intramural teams will be required to submit forfeiting deposits and will not receive voting privileges at council meetings.

IMs to begin workshop

By Greg Fessen

(IMs in Paramaus Secre-

ary: BI following.)

On Sunday, October 19, a new concept in intramural will make its appearance by the Executive Committee. This workshop is intended to aid athletic chairs in better understanding their position and to increase communication between athletic chairs and sport managers. Topics of discussion will include the intramural handbook, athletic card numbers and will lose their intramural affiliation. The workshop, to be held in the greater Boston area colleges, will not receive voting privileges at council meetings.

One important aspect of this workshop, to be held in the Varsity Club Lounge, is that attendance is mandatory. Living groups that are not represented will lose their intramural affiliation. Also, parties interested in obtaining affiliations should attend to demonstrate such a desire. As the past, non-affiliated intramural teams will be required to submit forfeiting deposits and will not receive voting privileges at council meetings.

Ruggers drop decisions to UMass and Manhattan

By Charles Coon

The Engineer 'A' rugby team travelled quite a distance to lose a close game to Harvard in a home game. They dropped a 10-6 decision to Manhattan College at Randall's Island in New York City. The game was dominated by the scrums from both teams, with the Thermans gaining the edge in the scrum (for an explanation of these and other rugby terms, see page 7). The Engineers return to action tomorrow at Briggs Field against the Concord RFC at 1pm.

The MIT 'W' team had another tough day, losing to UMass, 34-0. Massachusetts chalked up their fourth unconverted tries in the first half for a 16-0 lead, and added three more converted tries in the second period to round out the scoring. The Engineers return to action tomorrow at Briggs Field against the Concord RFC at 1pm.

Northwestern falls, 10-6, to Engineer water polo

By Glenn Brownstein

The MIT varsity water polo team improved its record to 2-0 last week, losing to the University of Massachusetts, 16-9, and defeating Northeastern, 10-6. In the UMass game, MIT inverted their records of 4-1, 4-1 and 7-4 leads, but came back to trail only 7-6 at halftime. Coach Keith '77 tallied five of MIT's first half goals. UMass opened the second half with two quick scores, tying the contest, 7-7, in the second half. Keith was followed with 46 seconds of each other. Jeff Thorne-Thomas '76 and Bob Critch '77 with Huested crewing the Engineer runners within two seconds of each other. Jeff Thorne-Thomas '76 and Bob Critch '77 with Huested crewing the Engineer runners within two seconds of each other. Jeff Thorne-Thomas '76 and Bob Critch '77 with Huested crewing the Engineer runners within two seconds of each other. Jeff Thorne-Thomas '76 and Bob Critch '77 with Huested crewing the Engineer runners within two seconds of each other. Jeff Thorne-Thomas '76 and Bob Critch '77 with Huested crewing the Engineer runners within two seconds of each other. Jeff Thorne-Thomas '76 and Bob Critch '77 with Huested crewing the Engineer runners within two seconds of each other.

The Hoyt Trophy Regatta was won by MIT, as he came from the bench to create the play on the scoreboard, however, and with a minute left, the score was tied 1-1. At the cry of "one half," however, spirits picked up, as the home side was quickly in danger. With six seconds left a breakaway goal by Rich Olson '77 gave MIT a 2-1 halftime advantage.

Apparently easing up after the first half, MIT was unable to push many of the Holy Cross goal men. "Defensively bunching on the man with the ball caused most of the hassle to be contained," said New England defensive chairman workshop.

One important aspect of this workshop, to be held in the Varsity Club Lounge, is that attendance is mandatory. Living groups that are not represented will lose their intramural affiliation. Also, parties interested in obtaining affiliations should attend to demonstrate such a desire. As the past, non-affiliated intramural teams will be required to submit forfeiting deposits and will not receive voting privileges at council meetings.

The Varsity Women's Tennis team's Marcie Grabov '79 hits a backhand against her Tufts opponent last Thursday. The netwomen dropped a 4-3 decision to Tufts, considered to be New England's top team. MIT's next match is against SMU at home next Thursday.